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Abstract: Automatic photographing is a challenge problem because it is difficult to measure the
illumination, the color and the composition during taking photos. In this work, we focus on the image
composition optimization and make use of the currently popular aerocraft ”Drone” to create a flying
automatic photographer. Some commonly used composition guidelines are adopted to calculate an
aesthetic score of an image, based on which the photographer make some adjustments to a better view,
until an optimal view is detected and a photo is token. Experiments demonstrate that our optimal view
detection strategy is effective.
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Photographing is an intuitive activity and there is no consensus on what a photograph looks
more beautiful than another, for the judgement of the photograph aesthetics is subjective, which
may depend on sentiment and personal taste. Consequently, automatic photographing is a
challenging issue for the difficulties in determining the time, the scenario, the composition et. al
when taking a photo.
Despite the challenges, there are still some guidelines for the photographers to increase their
aesthetic appreciation of photos [1], which tell them what to obey when shooting a photograph. The
commonly used guidelines include Rule of Thirds, Diagonal Dominance, Visual Balance and
Region Size. And they are frequently adopted as the aesthetic measurements to evaluate the
composition of a photo ([2], [3], [4]).
Automating the process of aesthetic photo adjustment requires a computational aesthetic
score which represents the expected composition quality of a photo. Liu et al.[4] first quantize these
guidelines and formulate an aesthetic score criteria. Taking advantage of this formulation, it
becomes convenient to judge if a photo coincides with the aesthetics of most people, which is the
core problem in automatic photographing.
In this work, we make use of the currently popular aerocraft “Drone” to create a flying
automatic photographer. The automatic photographing includes three steps: aesthetic scoring,
adjustment computation and optimal view detection. In aesthetic scoring, we adopt the guidelines
of Liu [4] to judge if current image is perfect to be token. If not, the camera should do some
adjustment like changing the view angle or the position in the scenario. With these adjustment, the
Drone is navigated automatically to a better view. During the navigation, the aesthetic score is
updated, until an optimal view is detected, where a photograph is token.

1 Related Work
40

Miniature Aerial Vehicle(MAV) like Parrot AR Drone is currently popular for both
entertainment and academic research ([5], [6], [7]). In [5], a parallel algorithm is proposed for an aerial
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robot to avoid obstacles autonomously. Lenz et al.[6] fly a miniature helicopter in indoor
environments, using a datadriven image classification method to achieve real-time 3D localization
and navigation. These work analysis the image captured by the onboard camera to navigate the
vehicle, but they all need prior knowledge of the flying environment.
Byers et al. develop an autonomous robot system that takes photographs of people at social
events [8]. Their limitation lies in two aspects: firstly, the robot walks on the floor so that its
movement is limited and some destination is even unreachable. Secondly, the composition rule it
adopted is too simple to take satisfactory photographs when environment is complicated.
Image composition is the arrangement of visual elements during photographing. There are no
absolute rules to create a good photograph, but heuristic principles that can make pleasant
composition can be concluded based on the experience of professional photographers. The
principles include rule of thirds, shapes and lines, amputation avoidance, visual balance, and
diagonal dominance [1], which provide guidelines for photographers when shooting a photo. There
are much of researches on image editing to improve the composition, like image cropping,
warping and retargeting([2], [3], [4]). But all these approaches are post-processing after the image is
token, and they will more or less lose or distort image content. Different from these work, we are
trying to get an image with optimal composition during photographing, and it guarantees the
image contains the maximum information in the original scenario.
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2 Optimal View Detection
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The primary task of our photographer is to detect a proper view and shoot a photograph there.
During view detection, it analyses current scenario and decides if it satisfies general composition
rules, or else our smart photographer should adjust its position or the camera orientation, until an
optimal view is reached. Three effective guidelines, (rule of thirds, visual balance, region size) are
adopted to measure the image aesthetics. And the adjustment is based on the aesthetic score.

Fig.1 Face and line detection before image composition analysis. The detected face is marked with red circle,
estimated body with red box and detected lines with pink lines.

2.1 Pre-processing
70
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The aesthetic score that we assign to an image is based on an analysis of its spatial structure
and the distributions of salient regions and prominent lines in the image. In this work, we are
aiming to take good photos for people, so we treat people as salient object.
1) Face Detection: For each captured image frame, we estimate if people exists using a face
detection method [9]. A cascade classifier is pre-trained on the haar features of sampling dataset,
then it is used to determine whether the ROI of input image is a face. With detected faces, we can
estimate the bodies of people (Fig.1 left), which are donated as

, and

stand for the “mass” and center of region , respectively.
2) Line Detection: Our line detector is based on Hough Transform, which can detect the line
-2-
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segments in the image. Then the line segments are merged if they are on approximately one line
80

(Fig.1 right). The detected lines are donated as

.

2.2 Aesthetic Measurements Computing
There are various guidelines for shooting well-composed photographs. We consider a limited
set of such guidelines that are well-defined and prominent in many aesthetic images.

85

Fig.2 The guidelines for a good image composition and corresponding adjustment from current composition to an
optimal one. First row: (Left) rule of thirds, (middle) visual balance, (right): region size. Second row: the
corresponding adjustment.

1) Rule of Thirds: The most familiar photo composition guideline is the rule of thirds. In this rule,
the image is divided into 9 equal parts by two equally spaced horizontal lines and two such vertical
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lines (Fig.2a). These four lines
intersect at four power points
, and
photographers are encouraged to place the main subjects around these points. Also, strong vertical and
horizontal lines in the image should be aligned with those lines. The Rule of Thirds can be quantized
as:

95

,
where the point score

(1)

measures how close the salient regions lie to the power points,

measures how close the prominent lines lie to the third lines,
all salient regions

,

,

are weights. For

is calculated as:

,
100

where

(2)

is the minimal distance from the subject center to the

four power points
, and
= 0.17.
The score of prominent lines Li is calculated as:

,
where
105

is the minimal line distance between

(3)
and the third lines

, and
= 0.17.
2) Visual Balance: The concept of balance is a crucial component to the harmony of an
-3-
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image-composition. An arrangement is considered balanced if the center of mass which
incorporates all salient regions is nearby the image center C (Fig.2b). The visual balance score is
written as:
110

,

(4)

where
and
= 0.2.
3) Region Size: Another important guideline for a good photograph is the the proper size of
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the salient region. Liu et al.[4] have surveyed over 200 professional images and obtain a
distribution of the salient region ratio, where three dominant peaks occur at 0.1, 0.56 and 0.8,
corresponding to small regions, medium sized regions, and large regions (Fig.2c). Similar to Liu,
we encourage region of sizes that follow this distribution. And we define the region size score as:

where
and
120

is the fraction of the region

,
to the total image size.

= 0.1,

= 0.56,

(5)
= 0.8

= 0.07,
= 0.2,
= 0.16.
With above aesthetic measurements, the aesthetic score of one captured image is summarized

as:
,
where we set

= 0.7,

= 0.22,

(6)

= 0.08 in our implementation.

2.3 Adjustment Computation
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With above measurements, we can compute the aesthetic score of an image when people is
detected in the scenario. One perfect case is that the current image just satisfies above rules, it will
get a high score so that we can take a shoot here. Otherwise, the “photographer” should adjust the
camera directions or focal length, to meet the aesthetic requirements. As our measurements is a
combination of three aspects: Rule of Thirds, Visual Balance and Region Size, we should do the
adjustment on each measurement to improve the comprehensive score.
1) Adjustment for Rule of Thirds: According to the Rule of Thirds, main objects are
suggested to be placed near the four power points and the prominent lines should be aligned with
the four third lines. For each prominent line, its angle to the nearest third line can be calculated
during aesthetic scoring (Fig.2d). Thus, the camera can do slight rotation to keep this line align
with corresponding third line. Similarly, we can calculate the nearest power point to its center for
each salient region . With these two points, we can get the horizonal and vertical angles that the
camera should change from current position to the required one. In Fig.2d, the prominent line
is nearest to the third line

140

. The angle between these two lines is

.
2) Adjustment for Visual Balance: To achieve a visually balanced effect in image
composition, the center of mass of all salient objects should be close to the image center. The
adjustment can also be implemented by changing the horizontal and vertical angles between these
two points. In Fig.2e, the image center is

and the weighted center of mass is
-4-
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So our camera should rotate
vertically and
horizontally.
3) Adjustment for Region Size: As for the region size of salient object in an image, it is
reasonable keep its ratio close to three commonly used ratio 0.1, 0.56 or 0.8, as most professional
photographers do. Considering our camera can not change its focal length, it can adjust the region
size by changing its distance to the salient object. In Fig.2f, the region size ratio is 0.096, which is
smaller than the perfect small region size 0.1. So the camera should go forward to enlarge the ratio.

150
Fig.3 The aesthetic score changes with the camera motion during optimal view detection.

Fig.4 The aesthetic score of initial view and optimal view. Left top: One face in detected at initial view, Left
bottom: The photo taken at optimal view. Right:the aesthetic score comparison between initial and optimal view.
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2.4 Optimal View Detection
Up to now, we have built the aesthetic measurement for an image and calculated the
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adjustment the camera should do to achieve a better score. It is obviously that the three factors
affecting the aesthetic scoring are not independent from each other. For example, if the camera
make some changes to satisfy the requirement of rule of thirds, the score of two other
measurements will change, too. Therefore, the aesthetic score should be calculated dynamically,
until it satisfy all the three aspects, then the optimal view is detected and a photography is token
here. Fig.3 shows an example of the aesthetic score changing from the initial view, where one face
is detected and the score is 0.92, to an optimal view where the score is 0.953.

Fig.5 The aesthetic score of initial view and optimal view. Two faces are detected in the left top image and the
visual balance is crucial here, the photograph is token (left bottom) when the score is 0.962. The right image shows
the aesthetic score comparison.

3 Experiments and Results
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Our photographer Parrot AR.Drone is a quadrotor which is an inexpensive toy and currently
available to the general public. It contains two cameras (one facing forward, another horizontally
downwards), a sonar height sensor, and an onboard computer running proprietary software for
communication and command processing. We use a xBox 360 to contrl the flight. In addition, four
sonar sensors are added on Drone for obstacle avoidance, each responsible for the distance
detection of one direction. Commands and images are exchanged via a WiFi adhoc connection
between our host machine and the AR.Drone. Our algorithms run on a general laptop (2.10GHz
Pentium dual core, 1GB RAM), with Ubuntu 14.04.
Fig. 4 and 5 demonstrate that our photographer can take satisfactory photos that follow the
commonly used aesthetic composition guidelines.

4 Conclusion
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In this paper, we propose an optimal view detection method that implemented on a Drone to
create an automatic photographer. We consider basic guidelines in image composition and adopt
this aesthetic score to navigate the fight to adjust the camera position and orientation. We are exploring
more rules in practical photographing, like the color, illumination, geometry, to make our automatic
photographer more intelligent. Currently, the flight navigation is controlled by a XBox console, and our
ultimate goal is that the Drone can navigate itself based on the computed adjustment.
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基于无线控制飞行器的自动拍摄最佳
视角检测
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摘要：由于在拍照时很难评估光照、色彩以及图像成分，因此自动摄影技术一直以来是一个
有挑战性的问题。在这篇论文中，我们着重进行图像组合优化，并利用当前流行的飞行器
“Drone”创建了一个自动飞行摄像器。我们用很多被广泛使用的组合指导方针来计算一幅
图像的美学分数，基于这个分数，摄像器做出调整以便得到一个更好的视角，直到检测到一
个最佳的视角进行拍照。经验证明我们的最佳视角检测策略是有效的。
关键词：视角检测；图像组合优化；自动飞行拍摄器
中图分类号：请查阅《中国图书馆分类法》
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